THE MOST ADVANCED NETWORKING SOLUTIONS FROM THE WORLD’S LEADING NETWORK PROVIDERS

Sirius’ certified networking experts will assess your current cloud and on-premises environment, create tactical and strategic plans to optimize costs, and ensure the reliability and scalability of the integrated solutions.

Our goal is to provide our clients with the industry’s best network engineering expertise, technologies and support to help organizations increase efficiency, productivity and competitiveness. Sirius’ team of highly certified consultants and architects can build reliable, scalable and cost-effective networking infrastructure to fit any organization.

CERTIFIED PROFESSIONALS EVERY STEP OF THE WAY

Our dedicated team of networking product specialists, engineers, consultants and project managers provide the following services and more:

- Planning and project management
- Assessment and design services
- Testing and implementation
- Training
- Cutover and support

Networking Certifications

CCIEs in:
- Enterprise Infrastructure
- Enterprise Wireless
- Security
- Service Provider

- Over 1,000 certifications from networking vendors
- Master Certified Partner

Sirius partners with the world’s top networking hardware and software providers to ensure that we can offer the best possible solutions for your data center and throughout your entire organization.
NETWORKING SOLUTION AREAS

COLLABORATION
Organizations need new, better ways to help teams work together. Collaboration technologies bring people and information together more efficiently to shorten decision-making cycles, increase productivity, enhance participation across the organization and improve workflow.

ENTERPRISE NETWORKING
Enterprise networking is the enabling foundation of your entire IT infrastructure. Sirius’ networking solutions span the enterprise from Wide Area Network (WAN) and Software-Defined Wide Area Network (SD-WAN) connectivity to campus switching, wireless infrastructure and more.

DATA CENTER
IT infrastructure virtualization solutions are composed of the network, storage systems and servers across system environments and manufacturers.

SECURITY
Network security products and solutions include the design and implementation of virtual private networks (VPN), data center, mobility, perimeter and anti-malware technologies.

NETWORKING CLOUD SOLUTIONS
Cloud networking solutions include cloud managed infrastructure and hybrid cloud integration.

MOBILITY
Sirius has a dedicated mobility practice staffed by certified consultants who specialize in all elements of successful mobility solution deployments.

THE INTERNET OF THINGS (IOT)
The Internet of Things (IoT) is the networked connection of sensors embedded in virtually anything, from appliances, environmental systems and cars to devices that are worn by—or even implanted in—people. Data from these can be sent, received, analyzed, modified and customized in real time. Sirius offers multiple products and solutions to help integrate your IoT project, as well as big data and analytics solutions to help you better understand and maximize the value of data from the IoT.

For more information, please contact your Sirius client executive, visit siriuscom.com, or call 800-460-1237.